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Structure of this Project

✤ Meditation - The Internal Presence

✤ Height - The External Threat

✤ The Question - Defining the Aim

✤ Framework Conditions

✤ Course of Action

✤ Data - Sitting Meditation

✤ Data - Standing Meditation

✤ Data - Standing Meditation at Height

✤ Standing Meditation at Height - Subjective Reflections

✤ Subjective vs. Objective Results

✤ Reasons for Distortion of the Results

✤ What’s Next?



Meditation - The Internal Presence

„The core of mindfulness meditation is finding your center“ - John Vervaeke (he is my personal Jordan B. Peterson)

✤ Finding 1st center: Relationship between mind and body - finding my center in posture - 
paying attention to my sensations of balance  
„relaxing my structure while trusting it at the same time“

✤ Finding 2nd center: Centering my attention - looking at my mind rather than through it - 
the breathing pattern is a tool 
„returning to the breath whenever my mind wanders away“

✤ Finding 3rd center: Centering my attitude - finding the center between fighting and 
feeding the monkey mind 
„be persistent but not be punitive“

*Inspired by John Vervaeke (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZJhSsXF1fg)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZJhSsXF1fg


Height - The External Threat
„While we developed a fear of height, we never developed a fear of speed“ 

Evolutionary causes?

✤ Falling of stuff is dangerous and can limit 
your life expectancy (ancestors)

✤ A genetic impetus helped us to evolve a 
healthy fear of height

✤ Gradual exposure to increasing height - 
overriding the rational brain

✤ Not over relying on visual senses (also use 
proprioceptive and vestibular system)



The Question - Defining the Aim

Although being afraid of height 
 Q1: Can a regular exposure to height make the experience less subjectively intense and is it possible to reach a 

state of internal presence while being exposed to this external threat? 
 

Q2: Will the metric data of the heart rate support/match the subjective experience?



Framework Conditions

✤ Measuring my heart rate with app Heart Rate Free by putting my index finger 
on the camera lens

✤ Measuring the HR before the meditation, directly after it and five minutes 
after ending the meditation

✤ Duration of the meditation is 5 minutes

✤ Breathing pattern: 4 seconds inhale, 5-6 seconds exhale

✤ No caffeine or other stimulants were used (sometimes too much chocolate :P)



Course of Action

✤ Creating benchmarks (sitting 
meditation at home & standing 
meditation at home) for 
comparing heart rates

✤ Reflecting on my subjective 
intensity/sensations during the 
standing meditation at height 
and comparing this to the 
metric data



Data - Sitting Meditation at Home

✤ 10 data sets over the course 
of three weeks

✤ Fasted state in the morning 
between 8 a.m. and 9:30 a.m.

✤ Pattern: meditation lowers 
heart rate (more relaxed 
state sets in after some 
minutes)

5 Minutes Meditation Zone



Data - Standing Meditation at Home

✤ 5 data sets over the course of 
two weeks

✤ Before dinner between 5 p.m. 
and 6 p.m.

✤ Same pattern can be seen, 
but deviations are there (blue 
and green graph)

5 Minutes Meditation Zone



Data - Standing Meditation at Height

5 Minutes Meditation Zone

✤ 5 data sets over the course of 
three weeks

✤ Always in the evening after 
dinner between 7:45 p.m. and 
8:45 p.m.

✤ 3rd and 5th time were both on a 
Saturday evening after a heavy 
strength session - I was totally 
exhausted



Standing Meditation at Height - Subjective 
Reflections - Part 1
✤ 1st time reflections: At first I felt super confident, no vertigo and 

fear of height at all. My friend sat next to me which helped a lot 
and gave me some sort of internal safety. My gaze was directed 
towards the horizon, towards the mountains. This put me 
definitely out of my comfort zone but it was tolerable. But three 
times - a bird flying directly into my direction, a stranger walking 
by and a loud motorbike threw me out and put me into this "Wow 
Daniel you are standing on an edge and you can probably fall 4 
meters into a concrete floor" zone. Then, my body felt numb and I 
had the feeling that I am a spaghetti with no internal structure, 
crashing down in the next moment. But I pushed myself slightly 
into the direction of breathing and this helped a lot. Nevertheless, 
the experience was somehow intense (look at the moment I was 
stepping down from the wall), but very interesting. 
Link: https://youtu.be/aJn_jnJeKyI 
Transcription: „Oh my god, this was f***in intense…“ 
 
Intensity Scale (1 - 10): 9

https://youtu.be/aJn_jnJeKyI


Standing Meditation at Height - Subjective 
Reflections - Part 2
✤ 2nd time reflections: Had this spaghetti feeling only once, 

otherwise felt pretty relaxed 
Intensity Scale (1-10): 6

✤ 3rd time reflections: Was totally exhausted, felt restless and paying 
attention to my breath was tricky, my body was not even in the 
mood for standing 
Intensity Scale (1-10): 7

✤ 4th time reflections: This felt super easy, everything felt light and 
calm, only thought about the height once, but it didn’t disturb my 
breathing pattern and my attention 
Intensity Scale (1-10): 2

✤ 5th time reflections: Although being exhausted, I was not even 
thinking once about the height and that I was standing on an edge, 
first time I had the urge of exploring higher places to stand on 
Intensity Scale (1-10): 1-2



Subjective vs. Objective Results

Average Comparison
Having the subjective reflections in mind, plus looking at the 
graphs from the standing meditation, one can claim that the 
metric data is supporting the subjective experience, but only to 
a certain degree. Energy levels, mood changes, etc. are having 
an influence and we cannot always argue that  
low heart rate = low subjective intensity 
 
And to answer the first question: Yes, a regular exposure to 
height helps to override the rational brain and makes the 
situation less intense from time to time. Also important to 
consider: 
Standing at height helps us to rely more on the proprioceptive senses 
and the vestibular system instead of always trusting the visual system 
(and neglecting the others)



Reasons for Distortion of the Results

✤ Meditating with similar external factors such as time, food 
intake and weather was pretty easy compared to meditating 
with similar internal factors such as mood changes, energy 
levels, stress, etc. 

✤ Measuring HR with an app is much more imprecise than 
measuring HR with a smart watch, Oura ring, etc. (please take 
the data with a pinch of salt)

✤ More data points are needed; deviations here and there 
immediately distort the overall picture (progress is not linear - 
birds eye perspective)

✤ Meditation is a practice and not a routine like brushing your 
teeth; the quality varies from day to day



What’s Next?

✤ Continue the practice in the future

✤ Increase height over time; get 
more comfortable 

✤ Borrow an Oura ring from a friend 
for more precise data



Thank you for your interest :)


